
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GP Position | Full Time or Part Time  

Our Google Reviews say it all, join us as a GP for a refreshing change! 

Feeling burnt out from unpaid paperwork? Sick of being undervalued for your work? Feeling 
constantly under time pressure in your consult with poor support? Look no further, check 
out The Crane GP! 

The Perks. A GP-owned clinic with flexible working hours, facilitating work-life balance. 
Private billing with discounted tiers & discretionary bulk-billing. Streamlined, automated 
systems to reduce unpaid paperwork time and improve efficiency in 
consultations.  Excellent nursing support in daily consults, results recalls and CDM. Efficient 
admin crew protecting your boundaries whilst being empathetic to patients. Responsive 
management team to ongoing changes in general practice (ie. MBS items, COVID19). Clear 
patient expectations  via regular communication with SMS/email campaigns. Data analytics 
to optimize GP revenue. Currently, we are a very popular clinic with full appointment books 
in the local community due to word of mouth. Most importantly, we all enjoy working with 
each other and our patients. 

The Culture. We all love coming to work! We enjoy what we do, thus maximising the 
potential of every team member to provide quality care to our patients. We are part of a 
GP-led business coaching community that has helped us thrive. 

The Space. We are located in a charming 1840s Victorian house with surrounding all-day 
free car parks, public transport access, and bike racks. There is outdoor waiting space and 
the waiting room inside has a private breastfeeding corner, a kids play corner and a laptop 
working area . We have a large treatment room with a gynaecological examination bed and 
a skin examination bed and lights. Our GP rooms are equipped with sit-stand desks, auto 
height-adjustable examination beds, natural light, and greenery. 

And You. We are looking for like-minded GPs to join our clinic, commencing ASAP. An ideal 
candidate takes the time to listen, provides evidence-based care with thorough notes, is a 
team player, seeks growth, contributes ideas to grow the clinic, provides a safe space for 
gender-diverse & culturally diverse patients and is keen to stay long-term.   

If you are interested, please contact Dr Shueh Hwuei Lim by email at 
hwuei.lim@thecranegp.com.au. 
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